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TRAINING SESSION

Diamond Passing Warm-Up

Passing and Receiving

Combination Play

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

10:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To introduce players to a dynamic passing and receiving technical warm-up that is accompanied by sharp off the ball

movement.

Description

SET-UP: Diamond shape, roughly 20x15 yards. Players at each line, one line starts with the ball. PLAY: Player 1

with ball dribbles at player 2 to his right, who checks away first then shows on the far side of the cone. Player 1

slips pass in to player 2's feet. Pattern continues with players 3 and 4. PROGRESSION: Player 1 plays into player

2, who has checked away and then back to the ball. The two then perform a give and go around the cone. Continue the

sequence with players 3 and 4. PROGRESSION: Same as 1st progression, but this time, after the give and go, player 1

plays long into player 3, who performs a give and go with player 2, and so on. PROGRESSION: Play 4v1 possession in

the diamond, with anew attacking player on every 3 passes.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Play starts with off the ball movement.Accurate, correctly weighted passes.Open body shape to see the

next pass.Timing of movements around defenders (cones)1st touch - direction they want to go if dribbling -OR-

accurate passTACTICAL:Awareness to know where the sequence goes next.Following your pass to replace the player that

left.
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TRAINING SESSION

2v2 + Neutral to 2 Targets

Passing and Receiving

Combination Play

Perception & Awareness

Possession

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

00:00 min

(12 x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To get players to retain possession by passing and moving in tight spaces, while interchanging regularly with free

players in wide positions.

Description

SET-UP: Half of a futsal (basketball court), or roughly a 25x20 space. Each team plays 2v2 in the middle, and has 2

targets on the outside on opposite ends. One neutral plays and does not interchange with target players. PLAY: Keep

away game with the objective of moving the ball from one side of the field to the other. If a central player finds

one of the 2 target players, they swap places. Play for 2 minutes, then switch players in and out. Change the

neutral as well. PROGRESSION: Compete! 1 pt. for 5 consecutive passes. 2 pts. for going from one target to the

other while maintaining possession.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Good close control - 1st touch away from pressureCan players play on top of the ball to maintain

possession as needed?Accurate passes into feetSharp, decisive off the ball movementImmediate movement after

releasing the ballTACTICAL:Can teams/players develop a passing rhythm by playing accurate passes and taking fewer

touches?Can players use off the ball movement and good body shape to move the ball from one target to the other?Can

targets have an idea where to go next as they enter the field in possession?Player awareness to count to 5 passes,

or if play has been effectively switched - keeping track of score
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TRAINING SESSION

4 Corners Game

Passing and Receiving

Combination Play

Perception & Awareness

Possession

Switching Play

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones, goals

Intensity: 

15:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)Objective

To train players to use effective passing combinations to 1)play through a defense, 2) switch the point of attack,

and 3)interchange with players in wide positions.

Description

SET-UP: Field is a whole futsal court, roughly 40x25 yards. 4x4 yard boxes in each corner of the field. 4v4 +

neutral(s) player centrally. One player from Team A in Box 1, one player from Team A in Box 3, one player from Team

B in Box 2, one player from Team B in Box 4. PLAY: Objective is to keep possession centrally while working the ball

from one corner target to another. If central player plays into target player in corner box, those players swap.

Score by 5 consecutive passes or switching play from one corner box to the other. PROGRESSION: Player other than

the one who passes into the corner replaces the corner target. PROGRESSION: Add goals on the endlines or sidelines.

If Team A can switch from one corner to the other in possession, they can now score on either goal.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:1st touch - away from pressure to keep possession, or a 1st touch passSharp movement to create passing

angles is criticalPasses into feet!Can players combine with one anotherTACTICAL:Can players use accurate passing

and mobility to get out of tight, even number situations?Can players quickly exploit numbers up situation to find

corner targets?Can corner targets enter the field and quickly exploit the space created by the switch of

play?Recognition of players to fill the void left by the entering playerAwareness of players to keep score and go

to goal once they have successfully switched play
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TRAINING SESSION

4 v 4 OR 5 v 5 without GKs

Individual attacking

Ball Control

Dribbling

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones, goals

Intensity: 

20:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Apply dribbling skills and moves from previous three phases into a small sided game.

Description

Players split into two teams of equal numbers, either 4v4 or 5v5 depending on age and ability. Smaller numbers are

OK here in order to create opportunities for 1v1 attacking.

Key Points

Technical:Head up to see fieldSmaller, more frequent touches when in possession of the ballExecution of dribbling

moves under pressureTactical:Can players recognize when the 1v1 opportunity is on?Risk vs reward depending on

thirds of the field, as well as defensive coverAm I dribbling to beat my defender, or to create space for a pass or

shot
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